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Abstract

An upper limit for the �� mass is determined through the kinematic reconstruction of the decay

� ! 5���� in the OPAL detector at LEP. The limit is obtained using a new method based on the

comparison of the two{dimensional distribution of energy and invariant mass of the �ve{pion system

with expectations from di�erent neutrino mass hypotheses. From a sample of �ve events surviving

the selection criteria we obtain an upper limit of 74 MeV at 95% con�dence level. It is the �rst

measurement at LEP energies, where the larger average multiplicity of e+e� ! qq events makes the

suppression of this background more robust compared to lower energies.
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1 Introduction

Massive neutrinos have been proposed as possible explanations for a variety of outstanding problems

in particle physics and astrophysics, including the `dark matter' problem of the universe, the solar

neutrino problem, and in various extensions of the Standard Model of electroweak interactions.

Existing upper limits on the �� mass have been derived from studies of the invariant mass spectra of

high mass multi{pion decays of the � lepton. At present the best limits are 31 MeV at 95% con�dence

level (c.l.) obtained by the ARGUS collaboration [1] from studies of the � ! 5���� decay and 32.6

MeV at 95% c.l. by the CLEO collaboration [2] using a combined analysis of the � ! 5���� and

� ! 3��2�0�� decays. Although the kinematics of � decay mean that measurements of the �� mass are

well performed at low energies, near the � pair production threshold, the measurements at high energy

possible at LEP have the advantage that their background conditions are di�erent; in particular the

background from multi-hadron events (e+e� ! qq) is much smaller. This is due to the fact that the

multiplicity of charged tracks and their topology allow a cleaner separation between the signal �{pair

events and the background from multi-hadron events. The multiplicity of e+e� ! qq events scales

logarithmically with the center of mass energy whereas the multiplicity of � decays remains constant.

We present in this paper the �rst determination of an upper limit form�� from LEP data which, for

the reasons given above, we consider as an important independent measurement compared to earlier

results [1] [2] obtained at lower energies. We also employ here, for the �rst time, a two{dimensional

method [3] using the invariant mass and total energy of the charged hadrons of the decay � ! 5���� .

In a simple form the method is represented by the two inequalities

m�� � m� �mX

m�� � E� �EX ;

where EX is the energy of the charged hadrons and mX their invariant mass. The kinematically

allowed region in the m� E space for � decays is shown in Fig. 1 for two di�erent �� masses. Better

discrimination between the di�erent m�� hypotheses is achieved by exploiting the distribution of

invariant mass and energy of the � decay rather than just using the one-dimensional missing mass

method which integrates over the energy dependence. From Fig. 1 it is evident that the limit on the

neutrino mass is dominated by the events in the kinematically sensitive region close to E� and m� .

Events far from the boundary show no sensitivity to m�� . Further details of the analysis can be found

in [4].

The analysis presented here is based on data taken with the OPAL detector during 1992. The

total integrated luminosity amounts to 24.5 pb�1 which gives an expected sample of about 36 000 �+��

events. Because the silicon microvertex detector installed in summer 1991 plays an important role in

the analysis, data taken prior to 1992 were not used. A detailed description of the OPAL detector can

be found elsewhere [5]. We present here the characteristics relevant for this analysis. The 1992 silicon

microvertex detector [6] consists of two layers of single{sided silicon strip detectors with 11 inner

sectors located at a radius of 61 mm with respect to the nominal beam line and 14 outer sectors at 75

mm. The readout pitch is 50 �m and the achieved impact parameter resolution derived from dilepton

data is about 15 �m in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. Apart from the silicon microvertex

detector, this analysis uses the vertex and central drift chambers, the outer z-measuring chambers1 and

the electromagnetic calorimeter. The achieved average double{hit resolution of the central jet chamber

is 2.2 mm. The momentum resolution of isolated tracks is �p=p =
p
(0:02)2+ (0:0015 � p [GeV ])2 and

1
where z is the direction of the beam.
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the dE=dx resolution �(dE=dx)

dE=dx
= 3:5% for minimum ionising pions in jets with the maximum number

of hits (159), resulting in a �{e separation of at least 2� up to momenta of 18 GeV. More details of

the performance of this detector can be found in [7] and [8].

2 Selection of � ! 5�
�
��

At LEP, �+�� events have the distinctive signature of two back{to{back jets where the charged tracks

are highly collimated due to the large Lorentz boost. It is thus convenient to group the charged tracks

and clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter into cones of half angle 35�. We select �+�� events

with exactly two cones in which at least one charged track per cone must exceed 1% of the beam

energy. Events which have either a charged track or an unassociated electromagnetic cluster outside

the two cones are removed. Background coming from two photon events and events with initial state

radiation are removed by requiring an acolinearity angle of less than 10� between the two cones.

A � ! 5���� candidate must have exactly �ve charged tracks in one cone balanced by a � candidate

with one or three charged tracks in the opposite (`recoil') cone (5{1 or 5{3 topology). Charged tracks

to be used in the analysis are required to have pT > 100 MeV, jd0j < 2 cm, jz0j < 75 cm, Rmin < 75

cm and N > 40. Here pT is the transverse momentum relative to the beam direction, jd0j is the

two-dimensional impact parameter, z0 is the z{coordinate at the point of closest approach to the

interaction vertex, Rmin is the radius in the x{y plane of the �rst measured point in the jet chamber

and N is the number of measured space points in the jet chamber. The total charge of each cone

must be �1 adding up to a total event charge of zero. The pion mass is assumed for conversion of

momentum into energy.

The two most serious background reactions remaining after these relatively loose selection criteria

are from e+e� ! qq and from � decays with photon conversions (e.g. � ! 3�� � 1�0; �0 ! ). The

invariant mass and energy of multi{hadron events are not limited by � decay kinematics and thus can

be spread over the entire area of Fig. 1. However an accidental event at the kinematic boundary would

mimic a very low neutrino mass. Tau decays with conversions are dangerous because misidenti�cation

of the electrons as pions leads to an overestimate of mX which results in an underestimate of the

neutrino mass. The selection criteria are optimized to achieve a � ! 5���� sample with minimal

backgrounds from these sources. Some events from the decay � ! 5���0�� survive the cuts, but this

does not a�ect our neutrino mass limit, as will be discussed in the next section.

The �rst set of cuts exploits the fact that all �ve charged tracks must be pions in the � ! 5����
decay. We require that the fraction E=p must be smaller than 0.6, where E is the deposited energy

in the electromagnetic calorimeter in the cone and p is the sum over the momenta of the �ve charged

tracks. The cone itself is used here because the charged tracks are often so close together that an

analysis of the E=p fraction for single tracks is impossible since the clusters are merged together.

Candidates for a � ! 5���� decay with one or more electrons clearly identi�ed by the dE=dx mea-

surement (ln(P (e)=P (�)) > 5:5) are removed. Here P (�) (P (e)) is the �2{probability that the track is

consistent with the pion (electron) hypothesis derived from the dE=dx and momentum measurements.

In addition a likelihood comparison of a �nal state to be �ve pions or three pions and two electrons is

performed. The fraction P (5�)

P (5�)+P (3�2e)
must be larger than 0.9 with P (5�) =

Q5
i=1 Pi(�) and P (3� 2e)

summing up the combinatorial possibilities of three particles to be pions and two to be oppositely

charged electrons.

The second group of cuts uses the fact that all �ve charged tracks must come from one common
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vertex, compatible with the average ight distance of a � lepton (2.2 mm at LEP energies). Events

where any of the tracks has an impact parameter larger than 0.9 mm are rejected. After these cuts

a three dimensional re�t of all tracks to a common vertex is performed. Only events with a �2{

probability larger than 5% for this �t are accepted. Events with a �tted decay length of more than

2 cm in the x{y plane (z is the direction of the beam) and more than 10 cm in three dimensions are

removed. In addition, using the re�tted track parameters improves the mass resolution by up to a

factor of two.

Eight candidate events remain after applying the selection cuts to the 1992 data sample. As shown

in the central column of Table 1 �ve events have a 5{1 topology, three candidates have a 5{3 topology.

3 Background Estimation

The estimate of the background from � decays with �nal state photon conversions is made using

Monte Carlo events. The selection cuts are applied to a sample of 300000 �+�� events (roughly 8

times the size of the data sample) with full detector simulation [9]. The events were generated using

the KORALZ 3.8 program [10] which describes �+�� production and the TAUOLA 1.5 program [11]

which describes � decay. No background events pass our selection cuts. A background of less than 0.14

events at 68% c.l. is therefore deduced. We have veri�ed that the Monte Carlo simulation describes

the data well in all distributions used for the event selection.

The background from e+e� ! qq events can be estimated from the full data sample. The high

average charged multiplicity of multi-hadron events (21.3 at LEP energies [12]) makes it unlikely that

an e+e� ! qq event has a 5{1 or 5{3 topology as demanded for the signal channel. The expected

contamination is derived by tagging multi-hadron events, requiring six or more charged tracks in one

cone, examining the charged multiplicity of the recoil cone and extrapolating to the topologies of

interest. Selection of such events resembles that for the signal channel but particle identi�cation, E=p

and vertex cuts are removed. These events are corrected for the expected contribution from � decays

predicted by the Monte Carlo. Correlation e�ects between the multiplicities of the cones arising

from the avour of the primary quarks or from kinematic e�ects are negligible. However, we take

into account a small correlation arising from the fact that events are produced with zero net charge.

The multiplicity distribution for the recoil cone in the tagged multi-hadron events is normalized to

those signal events which have passed all selection criteria except for the requirement for the number of

charged tracks in the recoil cone. This normalization is done using the zero events found in the 5{2 and

5{4 topology bins, making the conservative assumption that these bins are populated only by multi-

hadron events. An upper limit for the multi-hadron background can be obtained by extrapolating the

observed charged multiplicity distribution of multi-hadron events from the appropriate Poisson errors

of the 5{2 and 5{4 bins to the signal topologies 5{1 and 5{3 (see Fig. 2). As shown in Table 1 this

yields an expected multi{hadron background of less than 0.09 events at 68% c.l. in the 5{1 topology

and less than 0.58 events in the 5{3 topology. Because the method employed in this analysis relies

greatly on a true background{free sample, the 5{3 topologies are not considered any further in this

analysis.
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topology number of upper limit for

events multi{hadron events

5{1 5 0.09

5{2 0 0.25

5{3 3 0.58

5{4 0 0.87

Table 1: Number of events selected for various topologies. The central column describes the number of

(`signal') events found after applying all selection cuts while the right column lists the upper limit for

multi{hadron events normalized to data as described in the text.

4 Results

The �ve selected � ! 5���� candidates with 5{1 topology are shown in Fig. 1. It is evident that the

event with the highest invariant mass (`best event') dominates the determination of the �� mass. Two

events show some sensitivity resulting from their energy information. The two remaining events give

little information on m�� .

Because of the strong dependence of the limit on m�� on an individual event (calculating the limit

without this `best event' yields about twice the �nally achieved m�� limit) the `best event' has been

intensively studied. It has an invariant mass of 1:731� 0:023 GeV and a total energy of 43:03� 0:81

GeV. The `best event' is very well reconstructed by the OPAL detector. All �ve charged tracks have

the maximum number of available hits in the z{chambers located just outside the central jet chamber.

Both layers of the silicon microvertex detector show �ve well separated hits matching well with the

extrapolation of the �ve charged tracks (see Fig. 3). While this fact by itself does not prove the

�ve{pion composition of this decay, it supports the interpretation because �ve well separated tracks

are not likely to contain a photon conversion in the silicon itself nor in the 1.1 mm thick beryllium

inner beam pipe located 8 mm before the inner silicon layer. In addition the dE=dx measurement

strongly supports the �ve pion hypotheses. The ratio previously de�ned for �ve pions compared to

three pions plus two electrons is 0.985 . Assuming two unlike{sign tracks to be electrons, the lowest

invariant mass is 151 MeV. The recoil side shows a clear muon track with momentum p = 7:96 GeV

with associated hits in the corresponding muon chambers (see Fig. 3). The recoil cone is identi�ed by

our standard � selection [13] as a � ! ����� decay which is an additional indication that this event

is not due to multi{hadron background. These studies show that the probability of the `best event'

being due to background is extremly small.

Recent measurements from the CLEO Collaboration [14] showed that the branching ratio for the

decay � ! 5���� is about four times greater than for the � ! 5���0�� channel. These channels

are di�cult to distinguish because the two photons from the �0 !  decay are often merged into

the clusters of the charged tracks. The demand for exactly �ve charged tracks, which excludes events

where one of the photons converts, and the cut on E=p < 0:6 suppress � ! 5���0�� decays by another

factor of two compared to � ! 5���� decays. The average e�ciencies are 4.2% for the � ! 5����
decay and 2.4% for the � ! 5���0�� channel. Misidenti�cation of a � ! 5���0�� decay would reduce

the energy and the invariant mass of the �nal state at least by 135 MeV due to the omission of the

�0. The reduction of the invariant mass for the � ! 5���0�� events shifts an event away from the

boundary in Fig. 1 and thus will always tend to weaken the upper limit for m�� . The downward shift

in the energy could potentially yield an event near the lower kinematic boundary in Fig. 1, but for

the data events observed this does not a�ect our limit. The `best event' in particular does not permit

a 5���0 interpretation since its invariant mass is so close to m� .
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An upper limit on the �{neutrino mass is obtained from a likelihood analysis. A probability for

every selected event i is calculated by convolving the theoretical prediction with the experimental

resolution R and the detection e�ciency �

Pi(m�; mi; Ei) =

R
dm

R
dE d2�(m�;m;E)

dm dE
R(m�mi; E � Ei; �mi

; �Ei
)�(m;E)

R
dm

R
dE d2�(m� ;m;E)

dm dE
�(m;E)

:

The theoretical prediction d2�(m�;m;E)

dmdE
is generated as a function of the neutrino mass using KORALZ

/ TAUOLA including initial state radiation. The neutrino mass was restricted to the physical values

of m�� � 0. The theoretical prediction employs the new value of 1777.0� 0.3 MeV [15] for the � mass.

The detection e�ciency �(m;E) is derived from Monte Carlo events with full detector simulation [9].

It shows no signi�cant dependence on the invariant mass and energy.

Because of the strong dependence of the experimental resolution R(m�mi; E�Ei; �mi
; �Ei

) on the

properties of speci�c events (i.e. number of z{chamber hits or number of silicon-microvertex detector

hits) the resolution is determined individually for each of the �ve data events. The measured four

momenta of each of the �ve selected events are passed several hundred times through the detector

simulation [9] and are reconstructed again. Those events that have the same or slightly worse quality

of reconstruction as the original data event are used to determine the experimental resolution by �tting

a two{dimensional Gaussian function with correlation in an unbinned likelihood �t to the invariant

mass and energy spectrum of the simulated events. The result of these �ts is shown by the error

ellipses in Fig. 1. We have veri�ed that the quoted limit is insensitive, to the level of 2{3 MeV, to the

known discrepancies between the performance of the real detector and that simulated in the Monte

Carlo.

The upper limit for m�� at 95% c.l. is calculated from the combined likelihood of the �ve events

which have passed the � ! 5���� identi�cation. The distribution of the combined likelihood falls

continuously with increasing neutrino mass. For the most probable value we �nd m�� = 0 and obtain

an upper limit at 95% c.l. of

m�� < 74 MeV.

Deriving the upper limit for the �{neutrino mass from only the `best event' yields 77 MeV (at 95%

c.l.).

5 Conclusion

An upper limit for the mass of the �{neutrino of 74 MeV at 95% c.l. has been obtained using, for

the �rst time, a two{dimensional method based on the invariant mass and the energy of the charged

hadrons of the decay � ! 5���� . It is the �rst measurement at LEP energies, where the larger average

multiplicity of e+e� ! qq events makes the suppression of this background more robust compared to

lower energies.
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7 Figure Captions

Figure 1: Selected � ! 5���� data events with their respective 1� error ellipses indicating the

experimental resolution. The Monte Carlo prediction for reconstructed � ! 5���� events which are

required to pass all selection criteria is plotted as hatched boxes. The events are generated with zero

neutrino mass. The area of the boxes corresponds to the number of entries. The Monte Carlo statistics

are about eight times the expected number of data events. The lines show the kinematically allowed

ranges for m�� = 0 and m�� = 100 MeV. Monte Carlo events lying outside the kinematically allowed

region result from statistical uctuations due to the experimental resolution of these events and from

energy loss due to initial state radiation.

Figure 2: Extrapolation of the multi{hadron background into the region of the data events which

have passed the � ! 5���� identi�cation. The dots represent the selected data events showing the

expected behaviour of � decays with no entries at even numbers of tracks. The stars represent the

upper limit for multi{hadron background normalized to the Poisson errors of these even{track bins.

Figure 3: (top) x{y view of the event with the highest invariant 5�� mass. The deposited energy

is displayed as boxes which are proportional to the amount of energy. The muon chamber signal is

marked as an arrow. Charged tracks are shown as solid lines.

(bottom) Detailed section of the same event near the silicon{microvertex detector. The charged tracks

are shown with their respective hits.
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